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Qing Ming Prayer Appointment

Agents -Site Sales Related Appointment



Kindly refer to our official FB page for any CMCO updates：

1. Strictly abide by the CMCO guideline, 

only allow those with appointment to 

enter.

2. Agents are not required to make 

appointment, just show agent name 

tag to enter。

Friendly reminder



3. Each group is given 30 minutes for 

prayer (Urns compartment) / 45 

minutes for prayer (burial plot). 

Kindly be punctual.

Friendly reminder Kindly refer to our official FB page for any CMCO updates：



4. Each group of appointment is limited 

to 10 family members / limited to 

entry of 2 cars.

5. Each appointment time slot has a 

maximum of 100 groups of visitors

Friendly reminder Kindly refer to our official FB page for any CMCO updates：



6. Those time slot which are fully 

occupied will not be displayed in 

the appointment form.

Friendly reminder Kindly refer to our official FB page for any CMCO updates：



7. We offer time slots from 8am – 3pm

8. For peaks, we open appointment 

time slot for 7am as well to 

accommodate the visitors.

Friendly reminder Kindly refer to our official FB page for any CMCO updates：



9. High risk applicants with age above 

70 and below 12 are not allowed to 

enter and join the prayer

Friendly reminder Kindly refer to our official FB page for any CMCO updates：



10. Visitors shall scan My Sejahtera at 

the entrance and get the 

temperature checked at the 

entrance （below 37.5 degree）。

Friendly reminder Kindly refer to our official FB page for any CMCO updates：



11. Visitors shall wear face mask while 

in our site and observe safe social 

distance。

Friendly reminder Kindly refer to our official FB page for any CMCO updates：



12. Temple prayer – limited to 1 

representative per appointment，

maximum prayer duration is 10 minutes

Friendly reminder Kindly refer to our official FB page for any CMCO updates：
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